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Let X and Y denote compact Hausdoti spaces, C(X) and C(Y) the sup-norm 
Banach spaces of continuous real-valued functions on X and Y respectively, 
and 4: C(X) - C(Y) an onto isomorphism whose bound is less than three. 
With the aid of second duals, we construct a natural function from X into the 
set of finite subsets of Y. This provides a new approach to results of Amir and 
Cambern. We then obtain necessary conditions on X and Y for the existence 
of a bound-two isomorphism; for instance, the existence of open sets U and V 
of X and Y respectively such that U and V are homeomorphic and X\U and 
Y\V are homeomorphic. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All proofs of Banach-Stone type theorems must associate points 
of Y with a given point x in X. This can be done by mapping x to a 
function in (or a subset of) C(X) an d moving that over to C(Y) with 4. 
For instance, in Banach’s theorem [3], X and Y are metric, so x has a 
peak functionf”; then +( f”) must be a peak function of some pointy 
in Y and this provides the desired map x -+ y. Or the points of X can 
be mapped to C(X)* and over to C(Y)* using (4-l)*. For example [2], 
we can associate with x the point mass measure 6, . If q5 is a linear 
isometry, then (q5-l)*S, is of the form fS, for some y. In this paper, 
we exploit the fact that C(X)** can be represented as C(KX) where KX 
is a certain compact Hausdorff space. There is, furthermore, a natural 
l-l map x -+ 9 carrying X onto the set of isolated points of KX. 
Given x in X, we can form the characteristic function xtE} of the set {s}. 
Since XQ} is in C(KX), +** can be applied and the properties of (6* *XQZ~ 
in C(kY) studied. The points of KY where 1 $**xu) 1 is large turn out 
to be isolated, producing, thereby, points of Y to associate with the 
original x in X. To repeat, x in X may not be isolated, but it can be 
moved to KX where it is; ~(~1 may not belong to C(X), but ~(~1 is 
in C(KX). 
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Let T be compact and Hausdorff, and A(T) denote the Banach 
space of regular (signed) Bore1 measures on T. The main facts about 
C(kT) = C(T)** and the notation we use are as follows. The isolated 
point of kT that corresponds to the point t in T is denoted t^. This 
map t ---t E is I-l, and {i: t E T) is the set of all isolated points of kT. 
The action of h E C(kT) on 6, E A(T) is h(f); i.e., (h, 8,) = h(f). The 
action of x(f) on any p E A(T) is p((t}); i.e., (XU, , p) = p({t)). In our 
context, given x E X and y E Y we have (+**x~;,)(y) = (#**x(~), 6,) = 
(x{.~) , $*S,) = (~$*S,)((zc}). Note that this equation transforms the 
main technical difficulty of [5], the problem, given x E X, of finding y 
in Y such that j(~$*6,)({x})j is large, into finding y E kY such that 
l(+**xcal)(9)l * 1 g is ar e, and then showing that j is isolated. The first 
part of this two part problem, finding j for which the function 
/ r#**x~~j 1is large, is an immediate consequence of the compactness 
of KY and the continuity of the function. Note that if x E X is already 
isolated, then (#**~(~l(y) = (+x{,.)(y) for any y in Y. Proof of these 
basic facts about kT, which might be called the Kakutani space of T, 
is sketched in the final section of [7]. 
Section 2 is devoted to an examination of the points x in X at which 
1 $-lxbl j is close to /1$-&,) /) for a given isolated point y in Y; 4 is 
assumed to have small bound. We show that such points x are isolated 
and that, furthermore, /(+x~,l)(y)i is close to // $xc,> /I. How close 
depends on how small the bound of 4 is. In Sections 3-5, we define 
the natural function mentioned in the abstract and investigate its 
properties when 1) 4 /I I/ 4-l I/ < 2. 
2. ISOLATED POINTS AND MAXIMA 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 4: C(X) -+ C(Y) is an onto isomorphism with 
Ij$-’ I( = 1 and I( rj /( < 3. Let y be an isolated point of Y and set 
h = l/II #-lxbl II so that F = +-l(Axru,) has norm 1 and 1 < X < jj 4 11. 
Let 0 be a real number satisfying (114 /I/3) < 8 < 1 and suppose f, g E C(X) 
suchthatF=f+gand8/pj <Ilf+~gI/<<~lzZjCj~/ 3 1. Then 
(i> 9%9(Y) > e ;fri d II < 24 
(ii> +(g)(Y) 3 (II d 11/2)(3 - (II + lli4) if II + II 3 28. 
Proof. Note that since 0 < Jj (f/p) + g JI < 1 for all p > 1, we 
have 0 < (Igl/ < 1. Also, l/fjl < 1. If not, there is an x in X and a 
suitable choice of (Y = & 1 such that 1 = I 01 j > IIf + ag (j > 
If(x) + dx>I = IfWi + I&4 2 i.04 h- 1. 
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Proof of (i). Assume 11 I# 11 < 28. For each p > 1, there is an 
element y,, E Y such that II d(f + pg)lI = I4(f + pg)(yJl. Then 
CL0 < II f + t% II G II #f + Pdll = I w + M)(YAl = I 4(fKYu) + 
~k)hJI = I ~x~YJ + (P - 1) +MyJl. What if yu # Y? Then 
PO < (CL - 1) I~W(YA andalsof#Jf)(~J + 4MYJ = W)(YJ = 0. 
Hence, I #~(f)(yJl = I4(g)(y,)I b 14% - 1). Then for suitable 
= *frl, II4ll 2 IIdllIlf+ Yzll 2 I4(f)(YA + 4MYu)l = 
k#(f)(YJ ~~~~/~~--I)ZII#ll~/~Ct-~~=II~Il+II~Il/~iu-~~~ 
Ij $11. Thus yU = y and, setting a E +(g)(y), 
pod IX+(P--)aI for all p > 1. (1) 
If a < 0, then using p = (A/--a) + 1 in (1) yields 0 < ~8 < 
I h + (V-4~ I = 0. BY (1) g a ain, ~6 < X + (p - 1)~ for all p > 1. 
It follows that a 3 0. 
Proof of (ii). Assume 11 I$ II > 28 (th e results of (i) and (ii) are the 
same for II I$ 11 = 28). Supp ose 1 < p < 1 + (2e/(lj 4 11 - 28)) = 
iI 4 II/~ d II - 24 = p. . Let y” E Y such that (/ r#(f + pg)ll = 
I +(f + CLgh.Jl. Then 
I-LB G Ilf + M II G II w + P&l! = I W(YJ + Pm(Y"'u)l 
= I ~XdY,) + (P - 1) swY,)l. 
If Y@ Z Y, then /-4k - 1) < I4Wh)l = I4(f )(rJl so that for 
suitable f3 = -fL II 4 II 3 II 4(f) + 4k)ll >, 2 I4(f )(yJl 3 
2w(p - 1) = 28 + (2qpo - 1)) > 20 + pvpo - 1)) = 
20 + (II 4 II - 20) = II 4 11. Hence, yU = y. Setting a = $(g)(y), we 
have ~0 < I h + (CL - 1)a / for 1 < p < po. Consequently, \ 
PO< IX+(lL--)a for 1 < ~1 < p0 . (2) 
Whatifa <O? 
Case A. h > (p. - 1)(--a). Then PO@ < ;t + (p. - 1)~ so that 
0 > hl - 1) fl 2 Poe - h = ((0 II d ll)/(ll~ II- 24) - x 
3 ((II 9 11/3)ll~ II/(11 (bII - 2u+ l//3))) - x 
= II d II - h 9 0, 
a contradiction. 
Case B. /\ < (p. - 1)(-a). Choose p such that 1 < p < p. and 
x < (P - 1)(--a). From (2), CL0 < --h - (p - 1)~ SO that 
t-4 2 w + wr - 1) > (PO0 + 4lGo - 1) 
= ((II 4 II WI 4 II - 24) + WW/(ll + II - 24) 
= (!I # IIP) + 4II # II - W/2@ z (II 4 IIP) + (II d Iliz - 1 b iI 4 II - 1. 
580/23/2-z 
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Then, IIdII~ll~(f)II~l~(f)(~~l=l~--I==++--a)>hi- 
lldll - 1 2 Ildll ( im P ossible). Thus a 3 0. Using p0 in (2) yields 
a 3 b%e - 4/h - 1) 
= ((II 4II WI c II - 20 - 4@~/(ll~ II - 24) 
= (II 4 1112) - 41i dII - 2we 3 (II 4 II/~) - II + II((II 4 vw - 1) 
= (311 4 II/~) - (II 4 we) 
= (II 4 11m(3 - (II + iim 
as desired. 
LEMMA 2. Let y: C(X) -+ C(Y) be an onto isomorphtim of bound 
b = I/ y I/ // y-l II < 3, y an isolatedpoint of Y, 19 a real number satisfring 
b/3 < 0 < 1, and &(y, 0) = {x E X: I(r%~~)(x)l > II y-kl/} II e}. 
Then 
(a) X,(y, e) is a jinite nonempty set of isolated points, 
(b) ifb a 24 1 < #&(Y, 4 < 2x3 - (b/e>) and I(‘~~G~)(Y)I 2 
(II Y l//W - W9) for each x E &(Y, 4. 
(c) If b < 28, then X,(y, 8) is a singleton {x} for which 
I(Yxhl)(Y)I 2 e/ii 7-l II* 
Proof. Set 95 = I/ y-l /I y so that /I$ /I = b < 3 and+-l = r-‘//l y-i II 
has norm 1. Seth = l/II IJ-~x~~ 11 andF = 4-l(hxcr,,). Then X,,(y, 0) = 
{x E x: I F(4I 2 q, which is not empty because II F 11 = I, F is 
continuous, and X is compact. Suppose n 3 1 and xi ,..., x, are n 
distinct elements of X,(y, 0). Let Vi (; = l,..., n) be pairwise disjoint 
open neighborhoods of the points xi . Let hi E C(X) for each i take 
on values in [0, 11 with hi(xi) = 1 and h,(x) = 0 if x $ Vi . Set 
gi=Fhiandfi=F- gi for each i. Then F = fi + gi for all i. To 
verify the remaining condition in the hypothesis of Lemma 1 con- 
cerning fi and gi , note that for any p and any x E X, Q(x) = 
Ifi + pgi(x)l = IF(x) + (p - W&>l = IWI I 1 + (P - l)Ux)l. 
If p > I, Q(q) = p I F(xJ 3 @ and for any x E X, Q(x) = 
I F(x)1 (1 + (p - 1) hi(x)) G I F(4Ip < P. If P d -1, SW = 
1 F(x& I 1 + (p - 1)1 3 I p I 0 and for anyx in X,Q(x) = I F(x)l(l + 
(p - 1) h,(x)) ,< I F(x)1 < 1 < I I” I if 1 b -(p - 1) h,(x) and 
Q(X) < -(p - 1) h,(x) - I = (1 - ,u) h,(x) - 1 < --p = / p I if 
1 < -(/A - 1) hi(x). Th US eh4 <Ilfi+tLgiII G IPI if IPI b 1 
for each i = l,..., n. Lemma 1 yields #(gi)(y) > 0 if I( 4 (( < 28 and 
4(gi)(Y) 3 (II c 11/2x3 - (II c ili4) if II 4 II 3 20. 
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Because the gi have disjoint supports, C “igi has norm 1 for any 
choice of cyi = f 1. For a suitable choice, which we suppose has been 
made, the numbers a&g,(y) all have the same sign. Consequently, 
Therefore 1 < n < I( 4 [l/6 < 2 if (/ + /( < 28 and 1 < n < 
~(3 - (II 4 Iv)) if ii 4 Ii 3 20. 
Let 0 > 8, > II+ //3. Then X,(y, 0) is a subset of the finite open 
set {x E X: 1 F(x)\ > O,> an d so consists of isolated points. It remains 
only to calculate lower bounds for l(y~(~~)(y)I given x E X,(y, 0). Let 
g = Fxrd andf = Fxx\kd . ThenF =f+gandforeachp, 1 CL 1 > 1, 
Ilf+l*g II = m4llflL I P I llg II> = =4lfll~ I P I I %4/) 2 I P I I JTx)I 2 
1 p I 6. From the definition off and g and from 11 F 11 < 1 we have 
Ilf + pg (1 < ) p 1. The hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Con- 
sequently, NW) 2 0 if II 4 II G 2-1 and 4kW 2 (II d II/U3 - (II 4 IIPN 
if /I $ II > 28. For the distinguished point y of the lemma, 
II Y-I II I r(xtdr)l = I 4(xdtr>l 2 I W d(xdr)l = +(g)(y) and 
b = 114 11 = /I y-i 11 1 y 11. The result follows. 
Remark. Lemma 2 can be applied to y = (b-l as well as y = 4, 
where 4: C(X) --+ C(Y) is our standard isomorphism of small bound. 
When Y = P, then Ydx, 4 = {Y E Y: l(#xdr)l 2 II $x{~I II d> is 
the relevant set of points in the lemma. 
3. CORRESPONDENCE OF ISOLATED POINTS WHEN lj+lj ll+--lII < 2 
Assume II 4-l jl = 1. Let X0 and Y, denote the sets of isolated 
points of X and Y, respectively. If x E X0 and y = 4-l in Lemma 2, 
then Y&x, 1) = {y E Y: I +x(&y)1 = [I+xr,) iI> consists of a single 
isolated point which we denote H,,(x). If y = H&x,) = H&xa) for 
xl # x2, then for suitable 01 = 51, II 4 II 2 II 4(x{,,, + ~~~$11 3 
I 4(XLzJ + ~xc,d(Y)l = I(4Xb$)(Y)I + I(4XhJ)(Y)I = II (bx~qll + 
1) &yczz) /) > 2, a contradiction. Thus HO is 1-1. 
For the onto argument, suppose y E Y, . Using Lemma 2 with 
y = +, let x be th e singleton element of X,(y, 1). Then x E X,, , 
IWxh/,)(x)l = II PX(y) II> and I(#xdr>l 3 l/II 6’ II = 1. What if 
Wx) #Y? Let f= W1xryS4xrzt and g = W1x~u~)xx\~z~ so that 
4-1xtv) = f+ 8. Then 4(fW&N + 4k)W&)) = xt,#%(x)) = 0 
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yielding / $( f (H,(x))/ = 1 $(g)(H,(x))J. For a suitable scalar cy = & I, 
2M f )tf&lt4)l = IN f )(fM4)I + I~(g)(Ksx))l = Mf+%wo(4)l < 
11~11 Ilf+~ll=ll~ll llf+gll=Il~l! lld~-‘x~~~ll. Then IlVx~~h I(bxtr~)(%(4); = 
ldt f WOW ~~ll~ll/~>ll~-lx~,~li~ hence, 1 bil~x{,til=l(~~(~))(H~(~))~ < 
(/ + /l/2 < 1, a contradiction. Thus y = H,,(x). 
A similar argument shows that for any z # Ho(x), i(+~(~))(z)I < 
II 4 [J/2; hence H,(x) is the uniquey in Y such that /(+x{,,)(y)/ > I( $11,‘2. 
Since /(&~g~)(HO(x))~ = /I 4xt,, jl > I, H,(x) is also the unique y in Y 
such that l($~i~,)(y)I 3 I. We collect these results in 
LEMMA 3. ~f~~qS~~IIy5-1~l ~2, thenH,:X,,-+ Y,,is I-1 andonto 
where H,(x) is the unique element of Y such that, equivalently, (a) 
It4xcdt~)I = II +XGI IL tb) I(+xrdtr)l 3 II 4 It/Z (c) I@xdr)l 2 1. 
We can now prove the theorem of Amir and Cambern. Suppose 
$: C(X) -+ C(Y) is an onto isomorphism with )I 4-l 11 = 1 and 
)/ + I/ < 2. Then #**: C(KX) ---f C(KY) is an onto isomorphism with 
/1(+-l)** /I = 1 and /ir$** /I < 2. Then by Lemma 3 and the remarks 
in the introduction, we have that H,, : ($: x E X> + {p: y E Y> is l-l 
and onto where H,(f) = 9 iff /(4**xur)($)I 3 1. Since (+**xinj)($) = 
@*4m)~ h f t t e uric ion H: X&+Y, given by H(x) = y iffl($*8,)(x)\ > I, 
is l-l and onto. To show that H is continuous we need only show 
that it has a closed graph. Let x, + x in X and ya + y in Y and 
suppose ycr = H(xJ for each oi. Consequently, i(+*S,J(xa)l > 1 and 
1 +*a,- 1 < 2 for all cy. Furthermore, 4*6,& -+ #*S, in the weak* 
topology. What if H(x) f y ? Then I($*6,)({x))I < 1, and for some 
t # x, H(t) = y. Then, also, l(~*S,)((tj)( >, 1. By an application of 
the following lemma, I(+*S,)({x})l > 1, a contradiction. Therefore, 
H(x) z y as desired. 
This continuity proof only works for the compact case. See 
Cambern [5] for the locally compact case. The next lemma will also 
be used in Section 5. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose T is compact Hausdorfs, x, + x # t in T, pd 
a net in A!(T) converging in the weak* topology to t.~, / TV., I < 2 for all 01, 
I p({t>)l 3 1, and I p,J{~})l > 1 for all a. Then Ip({x))I 2 1. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given. Let U and V be disjoint open neigh- 
borhoods of x and t respectively such that, by the regularity of p, 
j p / (U\(x)) and 1 p 1 (V\{t}) < E. Let f, g: X + [0, l] be continuous 
with f(x) = g(t) = 1 and f[X\U] = g[x\V] = 0. We have 
lima lJyg dwa I = lima I Jg dpa I = I .fg dp I = I cl(W + Svu g dp I 2 
I l4Wl - IfFm g dP I 3 1 - s V\(L) I g I d I P I 3 1 - I P I (JWI) > 
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1 --.If~i~large,~,~~andI~,/(~)~~y/gI~I~,/ 3 l.fvg&, I> 
1 - E. Since I CL. I (X) B 2, I pa I (u\&J)+I CL= I (bJ+/ pm l(v) < 2 
hence, I pm I (u\&J) < 2-l pa I (WI pa I (&I) < 2--l+~--1 = E. 
Now I &))I + E > I ~“(bI)l + I P I W\b$ > hz) f d I II I + 
Jh)fdlpI = Jf4pl > lff4I = limaIJf4-d, so for large a, 
I PWI + E > I Su f 4, I 2 I /44)I - I Suwf &a I 2 1 - 
I PL, I v-f\b%)) > 1 - E* s ince E is arbitrary, / &{x})j >, 1. 
4. CORRESPONDENCE OF ISOLATED POINTS WHEN II$II lj@-lII = 2 
Assume II rj 11 = 2 and I( 4-l I/ = 1. If x E X0, the set Y&x) E Y&x, 1) 
reduces to {Y E Y. : Ib#xdr)l = II +xw II). And if Y E Y. , X0) = 
X&y, 1) is the set of x in X0 such that l(d-lxt,,)(x)I = II c#-“x~~) 11. 
LEMMA 5. (i) If x E X,, , then y E Ye(x) iff j(q5~~~.)(y)j > 1. (ii) If 
y E YO, then x E: X,(y) iff I($-lx~V))(x)I > l/2. (iii) x E X,(y) iffy E YO(x). 
Proof. (i) Let x E X,, . Ify E Y&4 then Kdxd(r)l = II +XM II 2 1 
because 4 is norm increasing. Suppose l($x~,))(y)l > 1. We will show 
that l(9xd~)l G 1 f or every t f: y. To do this, let G z 4-1x(Q) . We 
have G = WX~~)+GX~~~~I, and (W(t) = 0 yields I G(xMxdt>l = 
IwxX\rzMl* F or shhle 0~ = +A IIGII IICII = llG(x)xx~d II411 2
I d(GWxr,r + ~Gxx\dW = 2 I WI l(bxu>(t>l = 2 II G II l(+xu(tN, 
whence l(dxczl)(t)l < II d l//2 = 1. Thus II +xo II = I(~xc~))(Y)I as 
claimed. 
(ii) The proof of this assertion is similar to that of (i) 
(iii) If x E X,(y), then I(+xrz~)(y)l > 1 by Lemma 2; hence 
y E Y,,(x). If y E YO(x), then Lemma 2 applied to y = 4-l yields 
lw’x~,l)(x)l > l/2 so x E &l(Y). 
If x E X,, , then according to Lemma 2, Y,(x) has either one or two 
elements. If Y,(x) has but one point, call x simple; if two, say x is 
compound. Similarly, an isolated point y E Y is simple or compound 
depending on whether X,(y) has one or two elements. 
LEMMA 6. If y1 E Y,, is compound with X,(yJ = {x1 , x2}, there 
exists an element yz E Y,, , yz # y1 , such that X,,(y,) = {x1 , x2) and 
Y&l) = IYl 2 Yd = Yo(xd.Furt~ more, II +xLq> II = I(4XCzJ)(Yj)l = 1 
and I(Pxtv,~)(xd = l/2 = l19-1xty,) II for all 6-i = 1, 2. By a 
symmetric argument, the roles of X and Y can be interchanged. 
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Proof. We are given X,(yJ = {xi , x,}. Our first step is to 
dculate II 4-1xit/,l IL II dxcz,t II and II +xr,,} II. We have II Pxc,,,I II 3 
l//l 4 Ij = l/2 and wish to show equality with the aid of Lemma 1. 
Set A = l/l] +-l~{~,) II and F = +-l(Axb,)) so that 1 = 11 F // = j F(xJ/ 
(i = 1, 2). Set fi = Fx~,(~~J and gi = F(xJx~~~) (z’ = 1, 2). Then 
F=fi+gi and llfi+~gill= ItLi =llg~+tLf~l/I if IpI > 1. By 
Lemma 1, Kf&Yl)9 4(gi)tYl) b 1. Consequently, 2 = II d II 3 
II (6-F II 2 It#F)t~dl = #(fdh) + 4WyJ 3 2. This gives X = 
WXYJ = 2, c4fdyA = +(g&yl) = 1, and hence, 11 Pxc~,) Ii= 
l/X = l/2 = I(@’ x~~,)(x~)I and I(~x~~~~(Y~)I = 1 (i = 1, 2). BY Lem- 
ma 5, II +xhi) /I = 1 (i = 1, 2). 
We now produce yz . For each TV < - 1, -p = /I fi + pg, /I < 
II 4(fl + m)ll = I &fi)(tJ + d(gJ(tJl for SOme t, E Y. What if 
t, = yi ? Then -p < j 1 + p ( = -EL - 1 forcing 0 < - 1. So 
t, # yi . By the compactness of Y\{y,}, the net t, (p -+ -co) has a 
cluster point y2 # yi . From -p < l(p - 1) $(gl)(tu)j follows 
/ $(g,)(t,,)l 3 -p/(1 - EL) which tends to 1 as p tends to -co. 
Since t, clusters at y2 , we have 1 = II 4XGJ II 3 l(~xGJ)tYs)J = 
I 4(gl)(y2)l 2 1; that is, l(4x~,,d(re)l = II 4xrz,) II = 1. Then 
ye E Yo(xl , 1) and by Lemma 5, II Px~,I II = l(Pxc,,~)(~Jl > 11’2. 
To show equality, note that ~(&‘x~,~~)(xJ~ = l/2 so for a suitable 
scalar 01 = 211, II xfl/,~ + ~XI~J II= 1 and 1 = II k’ II 2 I +-‘(x{~,) + 
~xt&dl= lW1xry,,)(~dl + 112. Thus IlP~~~,tll= lW’x~,,,)(~d =l/2. 
The proof will be complete when we show l($~~~~~)(y~)l = 1, since 
Iw’xc,,~(~2)l = l/2 is a consequence of this by Lemma 5 and the 
fact that Ij +-lxb,) 11 = l/2. To this end, consider h E C(Y) defined by 
h = #XG,) -l~xrzJ>kY2)xc,) -(s6xcz,,)bJxrv,~~ Then 4Yl) = h(Y2) = 0 
and for t #yI,y2, I 4th = Ib#xtz,d(t)l G IMxc,,) II= 1. Thus 
II h II < 1 and for any 01, P = f 1, II a~(~,} + Bx{~,) + h II = 1. For 
suitable such a! and j3, 1 3 1 +-l(a~(~,} + /3~{~,) + h)(x,)l = l/2 + 
lj2 + I(#-%)(x,)1; whence, (+-rh)(x,) = 0. From the definition of h, 
we calculate 
I(dxcz,,)(Y2)l = ItdxLz,))tYl)I ~9-1xr,,~~~~>l/l~~-1x~~~~~~xl~l = 1. 
For x E X,, and y E Y,, write x&y if and only if y E Ya(x). In light of 
Lemma 6, if x is simple and xH,y, then y must be simple and by 
Lemmas 2 and 5, y E X,,(y). It follows that H,, maps the simple points 
of X0 1-I onto the simple points of Y, . It is also clear from Lemma 6 
that the compound points of X,, are partitioned into pairs as are the 
compound points of Y, ; indeed, compound points x1 and xs of X,, 
can be called mates if YO(xl) = YO(xz), with a similar definition for Y8 . 
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If {xr , q) C X,, is a mated pair, then H,,{x, , x2} is a mated pair 
{yr , ys), and every mated pair of Y,, is of this form; that is to say, 
H, carries the mated pairs of X0 l-l onto the mated pairs of compound 
points of Y, . 
There is, incidentally, a coherent method for setting {x1 , x2} in 1-I 
correspondence with (yi , yz} = H,{x, , q}. For fixed i = 1,2, call 
xi even if (&h.))(yr) and (+x(~,J)(~~) have the same sign, odd if the 
signs differ. Similarly, yi is even or odd according to whether the signs 
of wXr~J>(~l> and k-‘x&/,%4 are alike or different. We now show 
that exactly one of {x1 , x,} and exactly one of {yl , yz} is even. For, 
granted this, the two odds and the two evens can be put into corre- 
spondence. 
LEMMA 7. If {x1 , x2> and (yl , yz} are corresponding mated pairs 
of compound points, then (+x(~J)(Y~) and ($-lx(,j~)(xk) are the entries 
of mutually inverse two by two matrices. 
Proof. Suppose, first, that E: C(X) -+ C(X) and F: C(Y) -+ C(Y) 
are projections. Suppose that for f E C(X), Ef = 0 if and only if 
F+f = 0. We assert that, then, the transformations F 0 4: EC(X) -+ 
FC( Y) and E 0 4-l: FC( Y) + EC(X) are mutually inverse. For 
Ef = $-G$Ef = +l(F+Ef + (I - F) qSEf) so applying E to both sides 
gives Ef = E+lF4Ef + E+-l(I - F)$Ef. The second term is 0 
because F(I - F)+Ef = 0; h ence, Ef = (E 0 $-l)(F 0 +)(Ef). Thus 
(E o 4-l) o (F o 4) = I on EC(X) and a similar argument shows that 
(F 0 4) o (E 0 #-‘) = I on EC(Y). 
Now let Ef 3 x( x,,z,l f and Fg = x{V1,,z}g. An argument in the proof 
of Lemma 6 showed that if h E C(Y), /I h 11 < 1, and h(y,) = h(y,) = 0, 
then (q5-‘h)(x,) = 0. So if 0 # g E C(Y) with g(yi) = g(yz) = 0, 
then h -g//lgjl h as norm 1 and vanishes on {yIy2); hence, 
W1dW = 0. B y a similar argument, (+-‘g)(xa) = 0. This shows 
that Fg = 0 implies E+-lg = 0. A symmetric argument yields the 
reverse implication and we can conclude from the first part of the 
proof that F 0 4 and E 0 4-l are mutually inverse transformations. The 
matrices of these transformations are ((+~~~,~)(y~)) and ((+-‘~t,~l)(+J), 
respectively. The only way the matrix ((+~~~~l)(yJ), whose entries 
have modulus 1, can be nonsingular, is for it to consist of three - l’s 
and one 1 or three l’s and one - 1. Then one of (x1 , x2> is odd and 
one is even. The same thing holds for the entries of (($-lx~U,l)(xk)) 
which must consist of three + Q’S and one - &or three - 8’s and one *. 
Remark. If 2 < II 4 II II $-” II < 3, and x E X0 , we can set H,(x) = 
(Y E Y: IC#xdr)l = II $xs II>- BY Lemma 2, &W is a subset of Y, 
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with at least one element and not more than 2;‘(3 - 114 /I Ii 4-l 11). We 
do not know what the properties of this correspondence are. Con- 
sequently, we have not pursued the study of the natural corre- 
spondence H(x) = {y E Y: /(4**xu,)($)l = ]I~**x(;) II}, mentioned in 
the abstract, when 2 < j/ 4 11 )I4-l I]. 
5. CORRESPONDENCE OF POINTS, NOT NECESSARILY ISOLATED, 
WHEN 11 d IIll 4-l 11 = 2 
Let 4: C(X) --+ C(Y) be an isomorphism with II+ 11 = 2 and 
II +-ill = 1. Then $**: C(KX) -+ C(KY) is an isomorphism whose 
norm is 2 and whose inverse has norm 1, so we can apply the results of 
Section 4 to #** obtained the relation HO on the Cartesian product of 
the set {i: x E X} of isolated points of KX and the set (j: y E Y> of 
isolated points of RY. Because of the natural 1-I correspondence of X 
with the isolated points of AX, and of Y with the isolated points of 
KY, we can define a relation on the Cartesian product of X and Y. 
DEFINITION. For x E X and y E Y, define xHy iff any of the 
following equivalent conditions hold: (1) a&,$, (2) 1 #~**x&j)/ > 1, 
The properties of H,, transfer directly to H. H(x) is either a singleton 
or a doubleton, and x is called simple in the former case and compound 
in the latter case. The correspondence H carries the simple points 
of X l-l onto the simple points of Y. Compound points come in 
pairs, one even and one odd. A mated pair of points of X corresponds 
with a mated pair in Y. See the discussion in Section 4 of the properties 
of the correspondence HO . 
We now study the continuity properties of the correspondence, H. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose ya --s-y in Y, x, + x in Xund I(+*S,J({xa})I >, 1. 
zxen I(~*4/xi4)l 2 1. 
Proof. Let t be an element of X such that tHy; consequently, 
I($*Q((t))j > 1. If x = t, there is nothing to prove. Suppose x # t. 
Then with pa = +*a,= , Lemma 4 applies: ~(~*6,)({x})~ > 1. 
DEFINITION. Xe will denote the set of all compound points x of X 
that are even, and X0 denotes those that are odd. Then, if H(x) = 
(yr , ya}, x is even if ($*6,1)({x}) and ($*S,J({x)) are both 1 or both - 1; 
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and x is odd if one of these numbers is 1 and the other is - 1. Let Ye 
denote the even, Y” the odd compound points of Y. Let 2 denote the 
set of all elements (x”, ~0, ye, y”) in X x X x Y x Y such that 
(9, tij and {ye, r”) are corresponding mated pairs with Xe and ye even, 
and xo and y” odd. 
LEMMA 9. 2 is a closed subset of X x X x Y x Y. 
Proof. Suppose the ‘set (xae, x,O, yae, ymo) in 2 converges to a 
point (xe, x0, ye, y”) in X x X x Y x Y. We first show 2 # x0. 
What if x = me = x0 ? Let U be an open neighborhood of x such that 
( (b*$, \ (U\(x)) < l/2. Let f : X -+ [0, I] be continuous with 
f[X\UJ = 0 andf(t) = 1 f or all t in some neighborhood V of x. Now 
for every 01, ($*61/,D)((~a~}) and ($*G1/,O)({x:}) have modulus 1 and 
opposite sign; also, for large 01, x,0 and x,~ are in V. Consequently, 
Then j(+*SVO)({x))l < l/2. But by Lemma 8, j($*6,0)({x})1 3 1, a 
contradiction. Thus Xe # x0. A similar argument shows ye # y”. 
Now let U be an open neighborhood of Xe such that x0 4 cZ( U). 
Letf:X+[O, l] b e continuous with f [X\U] = 0 and f(t) = 1 for 
all t in some neighborhood Y of ti. For large 01, xae E V and x,O $ U 
so (+*&4kTe)) = sf4*4/*,- And so ($*$)((Xe}) = Jf@*6,. = 
lim, J f~*Sva, = lim, (#%,~)((xo”)). Similarly, (+%,.)((ti)) = 
lima (+*~y,4ba0)), (4*&J(b9) = lima (+*4,a4b2)) and (4*&d(W’>) = 
lim, (+*6,.)({~,~}). It is now immediate that (ti, a} and (ye, y”) are 
corresponding mated pairs with Xe, ye even and x0, y” odd; i.e., 
(P, x0, ye, 3p) is in 2. 
THEOREM 10. The sets Xe, X0, Ye, Y” are compact and home- 
omorphic; indeed, the l-l onto maps between any two of these sets given 
by the 4tuples of Z are homeomorphisms. 
Proof. By Lemma 9, 2 is compact. The map (x”, x0, ye, y) --t ti 
carries 2 continuously onto Xe; hence, Xe is compact. In the same 
way, X0, Ye, and Y” are compact. 
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The map (ti, x0, ye, r”) + (x”, x”) is continuous; hence, the set 
Kx 1 , x2) E Xe x X0: x1 and x2 mates) is closed. Therefore, the l-l 
map xe ---t x0 onto X0 provided by the 4-tuples of 2 has a closed graph. 
By compactness, it is a homeomorphism. Similarly, the other five 
maps are homeomorphisms. 
THEOREM 11. Let XS and Y” denote the (open) sets of simple points 
of X and Y, respectively. The map H carrying X* l-l onto YS is a 
homeomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose yol ---f y with y and all th e yor in Y”. Let x, = H-l( ya) 
for each o(. and xUP a subnet converging to a point x E X. By Lemma 8, 
(4”W~xH 2 1; h ence, x = H-l(y). Thus every convergent subnet 
of x, converges to H-l(y). By compactness, x, converges to H-l(y). 
This shows that H-l is continuous on Ys. Similarly, H is continuous 
on X”. 
Problem. We feel that the relation H has more structure than we 
have found. Such structure should lead to necessary and sufficient 
topological conditions on X and Y for the existence of a bound two 
onto isomorphism 4: C(X) + C(Y). 
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